A framework is presented allowing dual-rate numerical integration of the equations of mechanical system dynamics to be considered as a form of Partitioned Runge-Kutta (PRK) integration. Certain coefficients of a PRK integrator are set to zero, so that Runge-Kutta integrators that constitute the PRK integrator can be made to have different numbers of stages. As a result, one Runge-Kutta integrator requires fewer function evaluations than the other does, which is a form of dual-rate integration. Well-established order of accuracy theory for PRK integrators is used to develop a rigorous methodology for designing explicit PRK dual-rate integrators. Stabilized Runge-Kutta theory developed for single-rate RungeKutta integrators is combined with PRK integrator theory to design PRK dual-rate integrators with the largest possible stability regions. Dual-rate PRK integrators created using these approaches are used to simulate the dynamics of vehicle systems that contain subsystems with higher frequency response characteristics than do the basic vehicle subsystems.
INTRODUCTION
Limitations of integrators that use the same step-size for numerically integrating all state variables of a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) have been noted by researchers for some time. Since the late 1970s, attempts have been made to design numerical integrators that take into account high-frequency/low-frequency and stiff/nonstiff behavior of subsets of state variables in systems of ODE.
Most researchers have employed one of two basic approaches to solving this problem. The first approach, called multirate integration, is primarily applicable to systems in which state variables can be divided into high-frequency and low-frequency subsets. In this approach, stepsizes of integrators for different subsets of variables are different, while the integrator itself may be the same. For examples of this approach, see the work of Andrus (1979) , Belytschko et al. (1979 Belytschko et al. ( , 1993 , Buzdugan (1999) , Gear (1980 Gear ( , 1984 , Gear and Wells (1984) , Palusinski (1986) , Solis (1996), and Wells (1982) .
The second approach, called partitioned integration, is applied primarily to systems in which state variables can be partitioned into stiff 254 Shome, Haug, and Jay and nonstiff subsets. Here, step-sizes of integrators for different subsets of variables are the same, but different types of integrators are used for different subsets. Examples of this approach include the work of Gunther and Rentrop (1994) , Hofer (1976) , Rentrop (1985) , Strehmel and Weiner (1984) , and Weiner et al. (1993) . Another variation of this approach is discussed by Enright and Kamel (1979) and by Gear and Saad (1983) . This paper presents a method in which these two approaches are combined, using the framework of Partitioned Runge-Kutta integration. For two subsets of variables, two different Runge-Kutta integrators are used, one of which is a stabilized Runge-Kutta method.
In this paper, and in dual-rate integration in general, there are two fundamental assumptions:
(a) Linearized system eigenvalues corresponding to the two subsystems are widely separated. This is precisely the situation for which dual-rate integrators are designed. It is not an unreasonable assumption, based on the fact that two subsystems often represent physical phenomena that are very different from each other. (b) For a given simulation time, there are more subsystem function evaluations for one subsystem compared to the other. It is assumed that the function evaluation that is done more often is significantly cheaper than function evaluation of the other subsystem.
Partitioned Runge-Kutta View of Dual-Rate Integration
Consider a set of ODE, partitioned as 
The subsets y a and y b of variables are integrated numerically in a Partitioned Runge-Kutta (PRK) Method (Hairer et al., 1993) :
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where s is the number of stages and coefficients a ij , b i ,â a ij , andb b i represent two different Runge-Kutta integrators. It is customary to represent Runge-Kutta integrators by means of Butcher Tableaus. Since PRK integrators consist of two Runge-Kutta integrators, a PRK integrator is represented by two Butcher Tableaus, as shown in Table 1 .
In all Runge-Kutta methods, the Taylor expansion of the solution generated by one step of numerical integration is set equal to the Taylor expansion of the exact solution, to a desired order. To do this, a theoretical framework has been developed for finding order conditions for Runge-Kutta integrators (Hairer et al., 1993) which, if satisfied by coefficients appearing in the Butcher Tableau, will ensure that integration is of the specified order of accuracy.
Order conditions have been developed for PRK integrators, using labeled P-trees (Hairer et al., 1993) . For PRK integrators, each of the two Runge-Kutta integrators must satisfy order conditions imposed on all Runge-Kutta integrators. In addition, certain coupling conditions must be satisfied. Thus, more order conditions must be satisfied by PRK integrators than by nonpartitioned Runge-Kutta integrators of the same order. From the point of view of dual-rate integration, it is 
Shome, Haug, and Jay important to note that PRK integrators offer a rigorous theoretical framework in which a set of ODE can be partitioned and the resulting sets of variables can be discretized by different integration formulas. One way of viewing dual-rate integration is to think of it as partitioning a set of ODE and using two different integration formulas (with different step-sizes) to discretize two subsets of state variables. Viewed from this perspective, when integrators comprising the dual-rate method are both Runge-Kutta integrators, the algorithm can be viewed as a special case of PRK integration.
The PRK approach to dual-rate integration is demonstrated using a linear example. Consider the system of linear ODE
where x is the slow variable and y is the fast variable that is to be integrated using a dual-rate method. As a test case, the forward Euler integrator with micro step-size h/3 (for the fast variable y) and macro step-size h (for the slow variable x) is considered.
The main challenge in dual-rate integration is to effectively account for the coupling between state variables that are integrated at different rates. For the current example, this is done in the following manner: 1) Influence of the slow variable on the fast variable. For slow first forward Euler integration over the larger step-size (macro step), linear interpolation of the slow variable is carried out as follows:
2) Influence of the fast variable on the slow variable. Fast variable values at smaller step-size (micro steps) are ignored and the only fast variable values that are used for slow variable function evaluation are those at the beginnings of the macrosteps.
Using this approach, steps in dual-rate forward Euler integration are shown in Table 2 .
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Dual-Rate Forward Euler as a PRK Integrator
The algorithm of Table 2 can be written in the form of a PRK method, represented by two Butcher Tableaus in Table 3 .
A valid interpretation of this PRK method is that it is not a multirate method at all, but a single-rate PRK method with step-size equal to h and having three stages. However, since b 2 , b 3 , and a 32 are zero in the Butcher Tableau for the slow variable, only one stage variable is calculated for the slow variable, whereas three stage variables are calculated for the fast variable. Since the Butcher Tableaus of Table 3 represent the actual forward Euler method of Table 2 , the fast stage variables at the three RungeKutta stages are just the values of the fast variable at the microsteps.
The theoretical framework of the PRK method can be utilized for dual-rate integration. By selecting some columns of the Butcher Tableau of one part of the PRK method to be zero, the number of function evaluations for the associated variable (the slow variable) can be made less than the number of function evaluations for the other variable (the fast variable). Within the theoretical framework of PRK methods, coefficients for the PRK method can be chosen such that properties of the integrator can be enhanced.
Averaging and Interpolation in PRK Dual-Rate Integration
In the forward Euler multirate integrator of Table 2 . One macro step and three micro steps in dual-rate forward Euler integration.
1.
One slow step with step-size h
Three fast steps with step-size h/3 
The major difference between the PRK method of Table 4 and the one in Table 3 is that, in the PRK of Table 3 , k 1 is used and k 2 and k 3 are not used. On the other hand, for the PRK of Table 4 , k 2 is used and k 1 
Design of PRK Dual-Rate Integrators
A PRK dual-rate integrator consists of two coupled Runge-Kutta integrators, each having a different number of stages. The Runge-Kutta integrator that is used to integrate slow variables has a smaller number of stages than the Runge-Kutta integrator that is used to integrate fast variables. The order of the slow variable integrator is limited by the following theorem (Hairer et al., 1993) : Theorem 1. An s-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method cannot have order greater than s. Note that Theorem 1 is for single-rate Runge-Kutta integrators only. Since the fast variable integrator has a larger number of stages than the slow variable integrator, it may be expected that the order of accuracy of the fast variable may be higher than the order of accuracy of the slow variable. Indeed it is possible that local error in fast variable integration can be one order higher than local error in slow variable integration. However, in the general case, due to coupling between fast and slow variables, an error in slow variable integration is transmitted to the fast variable, and the order of accuracy is the same for both variables. Thus, in the general case, the order of a PRK dual-rate integrator is limited by the number of slow variable stages. This is illustrated by a simple example in Appendix A.
In numerical integration, step-sizes are usually limited by two requirements: (1) truncation error must remain below a certain limit, and (2) numerical stability must be maintained. For the intended application of real-time vehicle system simulation, the necessity of maintaining numerical stability is usually more critical than the necessity of keeping the truncation error below a given limit. Keeping this in mind, efforts have been made to design PRK dual-rate integrators with enhanced stability. For other applications, PRK dual-rate integrators may be designed for increased accuracy, within limits established by Theorem 1.
Stability region Approach for Designing PRK Dual-Rate Integrators
For single rate integration, stability analysis is carried out using the Dahlquist test equation,
An s-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method applied to this test problem yields, for the (m þ 1)th step (Hairer and Wanner, 1996) ,
where
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is a polynomial of degree s, z ¼ hl, and a ji and b j are the coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method. The stability domain of a Runge-Kutta method is
For a given Runge-Kutta integrator and a complex value of z, R(z) is a complex number, so the stability region S is in two-dimensional space.
The scalar test equation of Eq. (13) is not sufficient for analyzing the stability of PRK dual-rate integrators (or PRK integrators in general), because in PRK integrators, two different integration techniques are applied to two different sets of variables. The simplest equation that can be used to study the stability of PRK dual-rate methods is a modified form of the Dahlquist equation,
Consider a PRK integrator defined by the Butcher Tableaus shown in Table 1 , applied to the ODE of Eq. (17). The first step in numerical integration is 
Eqs. (20) and (21) can be written as
The matrix S of Eq. (22) is called the stability matrix of the PRK method. For stability analysis, properties of this matrix must be investigated. For the PRK integration method to be stable, the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of S must be less than one. If A ij and B i are known, S can be expressed as a function of z ss , z sf , z fs , and z ff . Eigenvalues of S can be found by solving the characteristic equation
for l. Integration is stable if the magnitudes of both eigenvalues are less than 1; i.e.,
Equation (24) defines the stability region of the PRK dual-rate integration method. Since there are four complex variables, as opposed to one complex variable for single rate integration methods, the stability region is in eight-dimensional space. Unfortunately a stability region in eight-dimensional space is not very intuitive and cannot be directly used to select coefficients for PRK dual-rate integrators.
Decoupled Stability Approach for Enhanced Stability of PRK Dual-Rate Integrators
A comprehensive stability theory for PRK integrators does not exist. However, a substantial amount of work has been done in developing a stability theory for single-rate Runge-Kutta integrators. In the decoupled stability approach, the idea is to neglect the effect of coupling on stability and design the Runge-Kutta integrators that make up the PRK dual-rate integrator in such a way that the individual stability regions of the two integrators (ignoring coupling) are the largest possible for the given numbers of stages. It should be noted that, even though the influence of coupling on stability is neglected, coupling is still considered for the order
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conditions; and all required order conditions are satisfied. Thus, the order of accuracy of numerical integration is maintained. For most PRK dual-rate integrators, the order of integration for slow variables is equal to the number of slow variable stages. For such an integrator, the stability region of the slow integrator is fixed and cannot be changed by changing integrator coefficients. In the decoupled stability approach, the idea is to maximize the stability region of the fast integrator.
Stabilized Runge-Kutta Methods
It is often desirable to have explicit Runge-Kutta integrators that have large stability regions. One way of increasing the stability regions of Runge-Kutta integrators is to construct explicit Runge-Kutta integrators that have larger numbers of stages than the minimum required to satisfy integration order conditions and to select integrator coefficients in a way that enlarges the stability region. A number of researchers have worked on developing rigorous methodologies for doing this; e.g., Kinnmark and Gray (1984a, b) , Sommeijer et al. (1998 ), van der Houwen (1977 , and Verwer (1996) .
As shown earlier, for the scalar Dahlquist test equation of Eq. (13), one step of s-stage Runge-Kutta integration is, from Eq. (14),
where R(z) is a polynomial of degree s. For an s-stage, p-order RungeKutta method where s > p, the stability function is
Researchers have tried to find, for s and p with s > p, coefficients pþ1 , pþ2 , . . . , s for a polynomial of the form of Eq. (25), such that the corresponding stability domain is as large as possible in the desired direction (either negative real axis or imaginary axis). After finding coefficients pþ1 , pþ2 , . . . , s that maximize the stability region along the desired axis, coefficients of the Runge-Kutta method are chosen so that the stability function of the Runge-Kutta integrator is the same as the desired stability function. Such integrators are called Stabilized RungeKutta integrators.
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Most work on stabilized Runge-Kutta methods has been motivated by the desire to integrate equations for which the real parts of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are large. Most of that work focuses on solving parabolic partial differential equations. However, for simulation of vehicle systems with stiff tire models, which is the target application for this research, stabilized Runge-Kutta integrators that have large stability regions along the imaginary axis are of greatest interest.
Polynomials for maximizing stability regions of Runge-Kutta integrators along the imaginary axis have been derived by van der Houwen (1977) and by Gray (1984a, 1984b) . Polynomials that maximize the stability region along the imaginary axis for first order integration are also presented by Hairer and Wanner (1996) . van der Houwen (1977) derived polynomials of degree s > 2 that match Taylor expansion coefficients up to second order and give the largest possible stability region along the imaginary axis. van der Houwen (1977) and Kinnmark and Gray (1984a) developed such polynomials for odd numbers of stages.
For s-stage second order explicit Runge-Kutta integration, coefficients 3 , 4 , . . . s of Eq. (25), which give the maximum possible stability region along the imaginary axis, for integrators up to seven stages, are given in Table 5 (Kinnmark and Gray, 1984a; van der Houwen, 1977) . Kinnmark and Gray (1984b) developed maximum imaginary stability region polynomials that match Taylor expansion up to third order. They have also developed, for even numbers of stages, maximum imaginary stability region polynomials that match Taylor expansion up to fourth order.
Stabilized Runge-Kutta Theory Applied to PRK Dual-Rate Design
In an explicit PRK dual-rate integrator, there are two coupled Runge-Kutta integrators that have different numbers of stages. The order of integration for both Runge-Kutta integrators is limited by the number of stages of the integrator having the smallest number of stages, since the two integrators are coupled. The integrator with the largest number of stages has s stages, but is p order accurate, with s > p, where s is the number of stages of the fast variable integrator and p is the number of nonzero columns of the slow variable integrator and the order of the method. The fast variable integrator, therefore, can be designed using stabilized Runge-Kutta theory. This is a decoupled stability approach, which means that, while designing PRK dual-rate integrators, coupling between the two integrators is neglected, as far as the effect on stability is concerned. However, all PRK order conditions, including coupling order conditions up to the desired order p, are satisfied.
As an example, consider a PRK dual-rate integrator that has two stages for the slow integrator and five stages for the fast integrator. The coefficients of this 2-5 PRK dual rate integrator are chosen such that the six order conditions that are required for second order integration, are satisfied. Since up to second order conditions are satisfied, the individual stability functions of the slow and the fast Runge-Kutta integrators are (Hairer et al., 1993 )
b j a jk a kl a lm a mp ð27Þ
The 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator coefficients can be chosen so that the stability function of the five-stage part of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator is the same as the stability function that gives the largest possible stability region along the imaginary axis, as shown in Eq. (25) and Table 5 . In other words, a 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator is designed that satisfies all conditions, including coupling order conditions, for second order integration and the following additional conditions for the five-stage part of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator: X A 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator designed using this method is shown in Table 6 . Stability regions of the slow and the fast integrators are shown in Fig. 1 .
Vehicle Examples
Consider dynamic simulation using numerical integration for the planar quarter car models shown in Fig. 2 . In model (A), a spring and a damper representing the suspension and the tire, act between the chassis body and ground. In model (B), there are two masses: (1) the unsprung mass representing the wheel and (2) the sprung mass representing the chassis. The suspension is represented by a spring and damper, and the tire is modeled as a spring. In model (C), the chassis and suspension models remain the same as in model (B), but the tire model is changed from a spring to a more complex rigid ring tire model. A detailed description of the planar rigid ring tire model can be found in Appendix B.
A second order, two-stage Runge-Kutta integrator (RK2) is used for simulation. For each of the three models, a number of step-sizes are used Table 6 . Coefficients of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator. for numerical integration, and the largest step-size that can be taken with the RK2 integrator, while maintaining stability, is recorded in Table 7 . The largest step-size that can be taken by the integrator varies significantly, depending on which of the three models is being simulated. When the rigid ring tire model is included in the vehicle system model, the largest step-size that can be taken by the second order, two-stage Runge-Kutta integrator (RK2) is much smaller than the largest stepsize that can be used for a vehicle model without a rigid ring tire model. This example suggests that it is the rigid ring tire model that is forcing the integrator to take a small step-size. This opens up the possibility of improving computational efficiency by using PRK dual-rate integrators and integrating the tire variables using a Runge-Kutta integrator with a Fig. 3 . Twenty-eight ODE represent this planar vehicle model, with planar rigid ring tires. The 28 state variables are partitioned into 14 fast variables and 14 slow variables. The fast variables correspond to the positions and velocities of the two rigid ring bodies and tire slips for the two tires. The slow variables correspond to independent positions and velocities of the two wheel hub bodies and the chassis body.
The coupled fast and slow ODE can be written as
and
where x is the vector of fast variables and y is the vector of slow variables. The Jacobian of these equations can be constructed using numerical differentiation. The Jacobian is partitioned into four sub-Jacobians, The sub-Jacobian J ss represents the influence of the slow state variables on the slow equations and J sf represents the influence of the fast state variables on the slow equations. The sub-Jacobian J ff represents the influence of the fast state variables on the fast equations and J fs represents the influence of the slow state variables on the fast equations. A 50 s simulation is run, with torques applied to both wheels of the planar vehicle model. Identical torques are applied to each wheel.
Eigenvalues of J ss and J ff during this simulation run are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. As can be seen, fast subsystem eigenvalues are much larger in magnitude than are slow subsystem eigenvalues. It can also be seen that for the fast subsystem eigenvalues, imaginary parts are much larger in magnitude than real parts. 
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The 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator shown in Table 6 is used to carry out integration of the planar vehicle model with the planar rigid ring tire model whose fast and slow eigenvalues are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The two-stage part of the PRK integrator is used for the slow variables and the five-stage part of the PRK integrator is used for the fast variables. Table 8 shows computational performance of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator of Table 6 and compares it with the performance of a single-rate, second order Runge-Kutta integrator.
Spatial Vehicle Model with Spatial Rigid Ring Tire Model
Simulation is carried out for a spatial model of the U.S. Army High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV). A multibody dynamics model consisting of 10 bodies is used, as described by Serban et al. (1998) . The vehicle tires are modeled as spatial rigid ring tires, as described by Maurice et al. (1997) . State variables corresponding to the multibody vehicle model are taken as the slow variables, while state variables corresponding to the rigid ring tire model and the powertrain are taken as fast variables. As in the planar vehicle model example, the Jacobian is constructed numerically and is partitioned into fast and slow sub-Jacobians. Eigenvalues of the slow and fast sub-Jacobians are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. As can be seen, the eigenvalue distribution is very similar to the eigenvalue distribution for the planar vehicle model with planar rigid ring tires shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Table 9 shows computational performance of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator of Table 6 , and compares it with the performance of a single-rate, second order RungeKutta integrator. As can be seen, the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator is able to take a step-size that is three times as large as the single-rate integrator. This translates into a reduction in CPU time by a factor of 2.4. The CPU times shown in Table 9 are obtained on an SGI Onyx computer on a single R10000 processor.
Integrators with Larger Stability Regions
An effort was made to design PRK dual-rate integrators with higher dual-rate ratios. Dual-rate integrators including 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 
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Shome, Haug, and Jay PRK have been designed using stabilized Runge-Kutta theory. However, it was found that while the stability properties of the integrators allow them to take larger step-sizes, truncation errors are so large that results obtained are very different from the actual solutions. For example, consider a 2-6 PRK dual-rate integrator. This integrator has been designed such that the six-stage integrator that forms part of the PRK dual-rate integrator has a larger stability region along the imaginary axis than does the five-stage integrator in the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator of Table 6 .
If the planar vehicle model with planar rigid ring tires is simulated using the 2-6 PRK dual-rate integrator, a step-size of 0.0025 s can be taken, compared to the maximum step-size of 0.002 s of the 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator of Table 6 . However, it is seen from Fig. 8 that with this large step-size truncation error is quite large. For a simulation time Table 9 . Spatial HMMWV with tire results using 2-5 PRK dual-rate integrator.
Integrator
Max.
Step of 10 s, truncation error is so large that the solution is qualitatively different from the reference solution. The reference solution is a solution that is obtained by integrating the same differential equations using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator with a constant step size of 10 À9 . These results indicate that for second-order integration, the dual-rate ratio cannot be usefully increased much above 2:5. However, this also gives a very encouraging indication that if PRK dual-rate integrators are designed to have a higher order of accuracy, which is within the realm of possibility, the computational speedup achieved can be even greater than what is shown in this paper.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A new framework for dual-rate integration in which dual-rate integration is considered to be a special case of PRK integration has been developed. By doing this, the rigorous theoretical framework that exists for PRK integration can be utilized for dual-rate integration. The new framework allows integrators to be specifically designed for dual-rate integration, instead of the earlier practice of modifying singlerate integrators to serve as dual-rate integrators. Coupling between integrators that make up a PRK dual-rate integrator is incorporated in 
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Shome, Haug, and Jay PRK dual-rate integrators at the design stage, and no additional algorithm is necessary to account for coupling between slow and fast differential equations. In simulating vehicles with realistic models of tires, it was found that a PRK dual-rate integrator can be faster than a corresponding single-rate Runge-Kutta integrator by a factor of 2.4.
While only certain kinds of models have been simulated, the methodologies developed for designing PRK dual-rate integrators are broadly applicable. For example, stabilized Runge-Kutta theory has been used to design PRK dual-rate integrators in which fast integrators have large stability regions along the imaginary axis. The same methodology can be used to design PRK dual-rate integrators in which fast integrators have large stability regions along the negative real axis.
APPENDIX A-EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATING LIMITATION ON ORDER DUE TO COUPLING
Consider two linear ODE,
where x is the slow variable and y is the fast variable. Let X i and Y i denote the analytical solution at time ih. Expanding X 1 and Y 1 about X 0 and Y 0 , respectively, using Taylor Series yields
where 0 x h and 0 y h. The prime symbol represents differentiation with respect to time t. For the ODE of Eq. (A1), Eqs. (A2) and (A3) become
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Consider a PRK integrator that has a local error of O(h 2 ) for the slow variable and a local error of O(h 3 ) for the fast variable. Let x i and y i denote the numerical solution at time ih. Let the initial conditions be x 0 and y 0 . It is assumed that there is no error in initial conditions; i.e., x 0 ¼ X 0 and y 0 ¼ Y 0 . Let the first step in the numerical solution be
Subtracting Eqs. (A6) and (A7) from Eqs. (A4) and (A5), respectively, the error in the first step of the numerical solution is
The next step in numerical integration yields
The analytical solutions X 2 and Y 2 at time t ¼ 2h can be found by expanding about X 1 and Y 1 , respectively, using Taylor Series. Using the same approach that is used to find X 1 and Y 1 yields
Subtracting Eqs. (A10) and (A11) from Eqs. (A12) and (A13), respectively, the error in the second step is
Equations (A14) and (A15) show that the local error in the fast variable is O(h 3 ).
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In addition to truncation error, there is an error that arises due to the fact that the slow variable has an error one order less than the error of the fast variable does. If h 2 x and h 3 y are taken as truncation errors for the slow and the fast variables, respectively; i.e., the error in Eqs. (A8) and (A9), then the error in the second step is
Similar to Eqs. (A16) and (A17), errors in the third and subsequent steps can be found. In the nth step,
Assuming that nh < K, where K is a constant, the global error can be obtained by replacing n by K/h in Eqs. (A18) Thus, in PRK dual-rate integration, the order of integration is limited by the maximum possible order of the Runge-Kutta integrator with the smallest number of stages, which in turn in limited by the number of stages of the slow variable Runge-Kutta integrator.
APPENDIX B-PLANAR RIGID RING TIRE MODEL
The planar rigid ring tire model used here has been described by Zegelaar et al. (1993) and Zegelaar and Pacejka (1997) . According to Maurice et al. (1997) , planar rigid ring tire models are used to study power hop vibrations, dynamic tire responses on uneven roads, and Antilock Braking System (ABS) operation. This model is depicted in Fig. B1 . The tire tread band is represented by a rigid ring. There is also a wheel hub body for each wheel, which is attached to the chassis by a revolute joint. Forces are transmitted from the rigid ring to the wheel hub by springs and dampers. Residual stiffnesses are used to represent contact patch compliance. Variables used in the model are defined below.
External forces and torques acting on the wheel hub body can be found using well-known techniques for constructing equations of motion, such as free body diagrams:
where K x and C x represent sidewall stiffness and damping, respectively, in the x-direction; K y and C y represent sidewall stiffness and damping, respectively, in the y-direction; K and C represent sidewall torsional stiffness and damping, respectively; K s and C s are the suspension stiffness and damping, respectively; ðx R , y R , R Þ and ð _ x x R , _ y y R , _ R Þ represent the position and orientation and corresponding velocities, respectively, of the rigid ring; ð " x x H , " y y H , " H Þ and ð _ x x H , _ y y H , _ H Þ represent the position and orientation and the corresponding velocities, respectively, of the wheel hub; ðx ch , y ch Þ and ð _ x x ch , _ y y ch Þ represent the position and velocity, respectively, of the point on the chassis at which the suspension connecting the chassis to wheel is attached; m H is the mass of the wheel hub; g is acceleration due to gravity; and T ext is external torque, such as engine and the brake torques that are applied to the wheels.
The normal force acting at the tire-road interface, for each tire, is (Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997) F N ¼ ÀK res ð y R À y road À y road 0 Þ À C res _ y y R ðB4Þ
where K res and C res are vertical residual (tread) stiffness and damping, respectively; y road is road height; and y road_0 is the relaxed spring distance between the road and the rigid ring center. 
where c px is the longitudinal tread stiffness, a is the static relaxation length, and is the friction coefficient. The longitudinal force at the tireroad interface is then given by (Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997 )
where s is the longitudinal tire slip. The longitudinal force acting at the rigid ring center is thus
and the vertical force at each rigid ring center is given by
where m R is the mass of the rigid ring. The torque at each rigid ring center is given by
where R is the radius of the rigid ring and c rr is the rotational rolling resistance of the tire. The differential equation for tire slip is (Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997)
where the relaxation length is
and C is the partial derivative of the longitudinal force on the rigid ring with respect to slip s,
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